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How to Grow Connections and
New Convert Leads Through Linkedin 

Going to conferences, giving people a name to go with 
the face, and creating real relationships with 
important people are all very intimidating. Linkedin is 
basically all of that only virtual. An introvert’s dream, 
right? It also might be your best option during the Cov-
id-19 pandemic for networking.

Just like you had a strategy for squeezing your way into 
conversation at those conferences, you need a good 
online strategy as well. To grow your connections you 
need to first, have a stellar page. Next, you need to 
strengthen your current connections. Lastly, you need to 
know how to make new connections.

All of these work together to build you a network to use 
to grow your business. Linkedin has helped so many 
people break into their industry. It can still seem a little 
daunting, even for the extroverts, but the more familiar 
you get with your networking strategies, the easier it all 
becomes. Soon you will be a smooth LinkedIn networker!
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GROW YOUR 
BUSINESS ON LINKEDIN

546 MILLION
People Use Linkedin

Grow your business.

Linkedin has helped so many people

break into their industry.
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SETTING UP
YOUR PAGE

Your profile page is often the first impression people have of you. It is also how you show up on searches. You 
need to make sure your page is reflecting exactly what you do, as well as how unique you are at doing that. If 
you don’t know what it is you do, then neither will anybody else. Get specific and get confident! This page is 
where you sell yourself as a great connection that people want to have.

Complete Your Bio Using Keywords

546 million people use Linkedin. Many people use the search feature to find others in their industry. You 
need to have keywords throughout your profile so that you will show up on the searches and stand out 
among the 546 million.

Before you can weave keywords through your bio, you 
need to know what keywords you should be targeting. 
Find 5-10 job postings that you could be a match for. 
Then combine those postings into one document.
Now use a keyword finder software like wordle or word 
cloud to see which words are used the most. The best 
way to find keywords is to take them from the people 
you think are looking for you.

Then, you take those keywords and use them naturally in your bio. You don’t want the keywords to draw 
attention to themselves, that means you aren’t using them naturally.

It is also important to make sure you fill out each section with the
maximum amount of words that you are allowed. This gives you more 
opportunity to hit the keywords, giving you a better chance of showing 
up in searches.
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SETTING UP
YOUR PAGE

Promote Your Linkedin URL

Another way that people will get to your Linkedin page is through links on your website or other social media 
platforms. You can put a Linkedin button at the bottom of every page on your website. You can also have it 
on your Facebook if you use that for personal connections. Personal connections make great professional 
connections. Make sure you aren't separating the two.

It is also a good idea to put your Linkedin URL in 
the signature of your email. That way it shows up 
automatically with every email you send. You 
never know when you might be sending an email 
to someone who could be interested in your 
business.

Having your website and your LinkedIn link in 
your signature allows you to pass a little virtual
business card in the least pushy way possible.
You don’t have to say anything and it is just 
always there.

277% MORE EFFECTIVE
Linkedin is more effective at generating leads
compare to Facebook and Twitter
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SETTING UP
YOUR PAGE

Post Often With Images

Keep your profile relevant and useful to your connections. Post often and make sure you are including 
images so your posts get the attention they deserve!

Include easy questions at the end of your posts to encourage people to comment. Then make sure 
that you respond to every single comment.

Write your posts in the first person. This will keep your words sounding natural and human. You are a 
real person and the more you sound like it, the more people will want to connect with you. You want 
to write the way that you would talk.

Make sure your posts are benefiting the people in your industry. Think about the relevant problems 
and issues in your industry. If you know exactly who you are trying to reach, then you should know 
what they are interested in. You can then become familiar with the problems they face.

When you Google something it is usually an answer to a problem, right? That is what people want, 
solutions to their problems!

The more you post, useful, relevant content the more you will establish yourself as an expert in your 
industry. This is how you become a connection that other people are looking for.
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ENGAGING WITH
CURRENT CONNECTIONS

Strengthening current connections is how you gain access to their network. Just one quality connection 
could open you up to a dozen more. This is why it is important to build quality relationships with the
connections that you do have.

Comment on Posts

If someone is interested in you, you pay attention 
to them right? You know when someone likes
you, and that makes you like them more. When 
you comment on your connections posts, you
are letting them know that you think they are 
important. If you are interested in other people,
they will be interested in you.

Start Conversations

Use the messenger feature. Ask people how they 
are doing with their current projects and goals. 
Learn about their niche or what they do best. 
Follow up on any previous conversations that you 
have had. Offer to help people. Be genuine and 
authentic and you will see what a connection can 
do for you.



REACHING
NEW CONNECTIONS

Now, this is what you came for right? It is important 
not to neglect everything we already talked about 
though! If you do make a new connection and they 
don’t become a quality connection, then what is 
the point? If connections don’t give you new leads, 
then you’re missing the goal. Quality over quantity. 
It doesn’t matter how many connections you have 
if they never engage with you.
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Join and Participate in Groups

Did you know there were groups on Linkedin? 
These are groups of people in the same industry
or who have similar interests. They share content 
and help each other find answers to problems.
Jobs may also be posted in groups. Groups are a 
great way to make connections and establish 
yourself as an expert.

Groups are not for advertisements. Do not join a group and blast them with your company’s ads. You 
want to be there to help people.

Sharing relevant content is a great way to get visitors to your site. The people in a group are all very 
relevant to your industry making them valuable to you for potential leads.

You can use the search feature to find groups relevant to you, or you can select from the suggestions in 
the “groups you may like” section. You then click “ask to join” to request membership.

Just like that, you have a party of like-minded people and you didn’t even need to leave your couch!



REACHING
NEW CONNECTIONS
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Follow Up With Real-Life Connections

Don’t forget about real-life connections, and use those to grow your Linkedin network. When you meet 
someone in real life who is relevant to your industry you can ask them if they have a Linkedin profile. Let 
them know you want to connect.

Then when you do send that connection request, make it personal! Follow up with what you
talked about in person. That way they know exactly who you are.

Personalize Your Connection Requests

To send a message with a connection request, you need to be on the person’s page. You then click the more 
icon in the top of their profile and you will see “personalize invite”.

When writing your message you want to let them know why you want to connect. Make sure you sound 
natural and genuinely interested in the person. You then want to make sure you have a question or a call to 
action that gives them a reason to respond.

Making this connection personal will make you stand out from the dozens of connection requests that they 
receive. This will show that you are interested in them and that you are willing to give them your time.

Linkedin is a powerful tool. You have access to 546 million people without even leaving your house. When 
you're trying to grow your business this is huge. So put yourself out there with confidence. Use Linkedin to 
show people that you are worth noticing, and just like that your business is noticed too.


